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Instructions:
X Aneer a quesnons
* Write your I det N nber in the space prcvided m the answer sheet
* Statisnnl tubles will be prcrr.led Calculatorc are not allowed.
!,, Instructions are gtven on the back ol the answer sheet. Fouow those carcful\.
x In each of the questrcns I to 50, pick one of the ahenatives hom (l), (2), (3), (4), (5) vhich is conect

or nost apprcp.iate a na.k rour response on the ansh'er sheet with a crcss (x) on the number of
the co.rect option in acconlance with the instructions giwn at the back of the answer sheel

2.

l. Which of the following statements is true?
(1) Non-samplrng error cannot occur in a complete census-
(2) In general target population is different from the sampled population
(3) Pre{est rs done after collechng data.
(4) Both sampling erIor and non-sampling elror are included in standard eror
(5) Sampling frame is the list of sampling units in the selected sample.

Which of the following statemenrs is/are true?

A The area covered by the frequency polygon is same as the sum of areas of rectangles
in the corresponding histogram

B The Lorenze curve is a graphical method of indicating whether a given quantir) is

equally distributed throughout the relevant population
C The mode can be easrly obtained using the ogrve of a distribution

(l) A only
(4)AandConly

(2) B only
(5) All A, B and C

(3)AandBonly

t. Which of the following statements is true?
(1) The width of a certain class rnterval can be obtarned by subtracting the lower class limit

frcm the upper class limit.
(2) If a constant A is added to each value of a data set then the variance of the data set will

increase by A
(3) A histogram cannot be constructed, rf class widths are not equal.
(4) The class mark reprcsents a class interval, if the data of the class interval distribute uniformly

in the class interval.
(5) The class limit is also called the class boundary

The most suilable chart to represent the total value with lts components rs

(1) Simple bar chart. (2) Multiple bar chart. (3) Pie chart.
(4) Pictograms. (5) Profile chart.

Which of the following statement/s is/are true?
A Original data can be recovered from a stem-and-leaf diagram.
B - The shape of a distribution can be identified by looking at a stem-and-leaf diagram.
C If the two boxes of a box-and-wishker diagram are equal then the distribution is exactly

4.

symmetric
(1) A only
(4)BandCon All A, B and C

(2)AandBonly (3)AandConly
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6. Which of the following statement/s is/are true?

A The median of a distribution is not aff€cted by extrcam values.
B - Mode cannot be calculated for a distribution with unequal class intervals-

C Geometric mean of a data set cannot be calculated when one value is negative

7. In a certain factory a unit of work is completed by A rn 3 minutes, by B in 5 minutes, by C
in 6 minutes, by D in 10 minutes. The average rate of working time by these foul persons in
mlnutes ts

(1) 3 20 (2) 5 00 (3) s.47 (4) 5.50 (s) 6 00

E. In a distribution, the difference of first and thrd quartrles is 20 and their sum is 40. If the median of the

distnbution is 25, the value ofBowley's coefncient of skewness is
(l) l 50 (2) -l.00 (3) - 0 s0 (4) 0 s0 (5) 0.75

9. Which of fhe following statement/s is/are true?

A - The kuftosis of a distnbuhon is measured relative to the peakedness of a nornal curve.
B A more peaked cu e rclative to a normal curve is called mesokurtic
C - Measures of kurtosrs are not relevant for a skewed distribution

(1) A only
(4) BandConly

(2) AandBonly
(5) All A, B and C

(2)AandBonly
(5) All A. B and C

(3) A and C only

(3)AandConly(l) A only
(4)BandConly

10. If the mean of 10 values was 1 2 and the su m of squares was 1600 , the coefficient of variation is
(r) 33 33Ea (2) 35.2sEo (3t '75.00co (4) t33.33Ea (s) 300O07o

ll. which of the following statement/s is/arc t.ue?
A - The arithmetic mean of a frequency distribution is a weighted average, the weight being

the frequencies of classes

B - If a distriburion has the longer tail towards left, it is said to be a positively skewed

dlstribution.
C - For a symmetrrc distribution Q3 Median = Median - Qr.

(1) A only
(4) B and C only

(2)AandBonly
(5) All A, B and C

(3)AandConly

12. The geometric mean of four values was calculated as 16. Later tt was found thaf fhe value 132

was wrongly recorded as 22. The conected value of geometric mean is Siven by

t [ ) f ,\ L .L(l) (16)r {2) 16l | (3) t6l+l @) t6(62) (s) 16(64)

\ / \62)

(r) h Q) (3) @tr (5) hkr---

14. which of the following statement/s is/are true?

A - The regression line gives the means of y for given values of X.
B In the method of least squares, we assume that only the dependent variable is the

variable which has error and independent vaflable has no enor.

C - If in the regression of y on X, the coefficient is b* and in the regression of X on y
the coeflicrent is bxl, then P = b"r' bw

(l) A only (2) B only (3) A and B only
(4) A and C only (5) All A, B and C
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15. Which of the following statements is/arc hue?

A - If in a debate contest, the mnk conelation coefncient between two judges is close to -1,
it indicates that judges me sfongly agree on the judgement.

B - Speannan's rank correlation coefficient is same as the product moment corelation
coeffi cient belween ranks

C - ff X and y are continuous variables, the mnk correlation coefficient cannot be calculated
between observed values of X and Y,

(l) A only (2) B only (3) C only (4)AandBonly (5)Bandconly

16. Wlich of the following statement/s is/are true?
A - Under the classical approach the true probability of an event can be calculated without

performing the experiment.
B - If the experimental conditions change when repeating the experiment, the more apprcpdate

approach of probabiliry is the rclative frequency approach.
C - The subjective probability approach cannot be applied, if the outcomes of an experiment

are not equally likely.
(1) Aonly (2) B only (3) C only (4) A and B only (5) A and C only

17. IfA andB are two events with P(A)=pl, P(B) =praad P(AnB)=pythen the value of PtA'n(?4Ur)
ls

(r) r-p,-p"+p. (2) pzt 4 (3) 1-p:
(4) pt+p2 h (5) pz pt

lt. If A and B are independent events wirh P(A) < P(B), P(AnBr=+ and P(A|B)+P(B|A)=1, the
value of P(A) ir, "
(1) (2) 1 (3) a \q Z (5):' '' 5 25 5 5

19. If A, B and C are three events, the probability that exactly one of them occur is given by
(l) P(A U B U C) (2) P@n B nC)
(3) P(A'u B'uC'\ (4) P(AnB'nC')+P6'nBnC'r+P@'nB'nc)
(5) 1_P(AUBUC)

20, The random variable X has the following probability distribution.

The smallest value of r for which P(x s r) > 0.5 is
(r) -2 (2) -r (3) 0 (4) | (s) 2

21. Which of the following statements is true?

O) If Var(lC = 2, then Var(2X+5) = 13

(2) The expected value of the mndom variable X is same as the value of x occurred with the
maximum probability

(3) lf x is a random vaiable with mean g and variance 02, fien VarfI:.E)=r-"' '*\ " l-'(4) If X and v are any two random variables, E(XD=E(n EQ).
(5) A meall of discrete nndom variable cannot have decimal values.

22. E for 
^ 

binomial distribution n=6 and 9P(X=4)= P(X=2), then probability of success is

(1.) f (2) I t3r f (4) t5r f9844

-l 0 2 3

flx\ 01 0.2 2c 03
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23. whrch of the following statements is/are true?

A The number of defective items jn a randomly selected items with replacement ftom M
rtems which consists of 'l(, defective items has a binomial distnbution

B The variance of the binomial distribution may exceed the mean of the binomial disrribution.

C - For large r,, the brnomial distribution can be approximated by a porson distributron if
the probability of the success js also large.

(1) Aonly (2) Bonly (3) AandBonly
(4) B and C only (5) AllA,BandC

24. It has been found that 17. of the items produced by a certain machrne are defective. The probability
that in a random sample of 200 rtems, there are at most two defective items is approxrmately

(1) 0.3233 (2) 0.4060 (3t 0 6',767 (4) 09814 (s) 0.9998

25. If x is normally distributed with mean 10 and P(X< 12\ = 0.8413 then the value of P(9<x< l1) is
(1) 0 1915 (2) 0.3413 (3) 0 3830 (4) 0 6826 (s) O9s44

26. Whtch of the following statements is true?
(1) The accuracy of an estimate is measured by the standard error of that estimator
(2) The variance of the sample mean in sampling with replacement is smaller than variance of

the sample mean in sampling without replacement.
(3) The standard error of an estimator can be measured only in a probability sampling.
(4) The failure to interview the units in the selected sample rs an example for a sampling error.

(5) The term ff is called the sampling ftactron.

27. Which of the followrng statements is true?
(1) In sradfied random sampling, the differences among strata are included in sampling error
(2) A quota sample is selected using a sampling frame
(3) The efficiency of the systematic sampling depends on the structure of the population
(4) Ifthe intra-class corelation rs close to one, cluster sampling is more efficient than simple random

samplmg.
(5) In simple random sampling, the standard enor of an estimator cannot be calculated using a

single sample.

28. which of the following statements is true?

(1) If grs the unknown population mean, then 4:(., -p12 rs an unbiasecl estimator for 02

(2) Since the sample variance .9 is an unbiased estimator for (J2, sample standard deviation S is
also an unbiased estimator for o .

(3) If both bias and variance of an estimator approaches zero when the sample size increases,

it is a consrstent estimator-
(4) If the value of an estimator is equal to the populahon parameter, it is an unbiased estimator.
(5) An estimator with minimum variance is called a sufficient estimator.

29. Which of the following statements is/are truet
A - According to the central limit theorem for sufficiently large ri, the sampling distribution

of the sample proportion has a normal distribution approximately
B - For a given significance level, the table value taken from t table is smaller than the

\alue laken lrom Z- table
C - I-distribution is used for comparing means of several normal populations with unequal

vaflances

(1) A only (2) C only (3) A and B only
(4) A and C only (5) All A, B and C
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30. Which of the following formulas gives the standard enor of the sample proportion p, ftom a finite
DoDulation of size ,ry?

N-l n(l- it)

31. If the mean of a mndom sample of size 80 taken from a population with mean 128 and variance
20, the approximate probability that X lies between 127 a d 129 rs

(t) 0.2280 (2t o.34r3

(3)(2)

(s)(4)

(4) 0.6826 (s) 0.9544

32. Which of the following statement/s is/are tfue?
A - The conlidence limits for the population mean cat be expressed as

(point estimate) r (table value) * (standard error).
B - Confidence inte als can be used for testing some hypothesis.
C - Confidence intervals with 99qo 

'evel 
is wider than confidence intervals with 9570 level.

(l) A only
(4) BandConly

(3) AandConly

(3) 0.4172

(2) A and B only
(5) Al1A, B and C

(3) 0 4t92

33. In testing the mean of a normal population as a two-tailed test, the Z-value was observed as Z= L4.
The P-value for this test is

(1) 0.0808 (2) 0.1616 (4) 0.5808 (5) 0.8384

34. Which of the following statemenvs is/are true?
A - When the significance level of a hypothesis test hcreases, ihe power of [he test w l

decrease.
B - If the variance of a normal population is unknown, the hypothesis I{0: p =100 is a

.imnlc hwndrhFcis

C - In hypothesis testing, both types of eror can be rcduced only by increasing the sample size.

35. Wlich of the following statements is true?

(1) A test statistic cannot have patameters.
(2) The P-value for a test is calculated under the assumption that the altemative hypothesis is

lrue,
(3) The sampling distribution of a test statistic is decided under the assumption that the altemative

hypothesis is true.
(4) The observed value for a test statistic is called a critical value.
(5) The probability of acceptiog the conect null hypothesis is called the power of the test.

36. Ll-t x be the mean of a random samole of size 100 from a dist ibution with o=25 If the critical
rcgion for testing Ho:p=50 against H,:p =69 i. given by X>55, the power of the test is

(1) A only
(4)AandConly

(l) A only
(4)BandConly

(1) 0.3413 (2) 0.3830

(2) B only
(5) All A, B and C

(2)AandBonly
(5) AII A, B and C

(3) C only

(3)AandConly

(3) 0.4772 (4) 0.6826 (5') 0.9772

37. Which of the following statement/s rs/are truet

A - If P-value > 0.05, the null hypothesis should be rejected at 57o sigdficance level.
B - The P value of a test is calculated using the observed value for the test statistic and

the relevant statistical table.
C - The confidence interval for parameters cannot be calculated using the sampling distribution

of a test statistic.
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II
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II
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GD6Dgl6 6uldrrq GDtb l0 6-tdr "re6nAddilional Reading Time l0 minut€s

Uscadditional r€adiog time Lo 8() through thcquestion paper, selecr Lhc quesljonsand decide on
Lhe questions that you g;ve prioriry in answering.

In$tructioDs:
)X' A6wer rtve questions selecting at least two questions from eath part.
X Statistical lables arul gruph papers witl be provided. Catcutntots are not attowed.

Part I
1. (a) Describe three uses and thrc€ Itmitations of statistics (03 marks)

(b) Describe what you mean by primary data and secondary data
State two advantages and two disadvantages of each type of data. (Ol marks)

(c) Explain the role of a pre{est and a pilot survey in conducting a sample survey (M rnartr)
(d) What are the poinh that should be tal(en into account when constructing a data table?

In the year 2014, out of a total 2Cn0 workers of a factory, l5OO workers werc
permanent- 'fhe number of women workers was 300 out of which 200 were
temporary. In the year 2017, the numbcr of workers Increased to 2g00 of which
2000 were men. On the other hand the numbcr of temporary workers falt oown
to 250 of which 150 were women. prcsent the above data in the form ot an
appropnate table. Ql marks)

(c) The agc distribution of the workers of a certain factory is qiven below.

Agc 20 24 25-29 30 34 35 -19 40-44 45 49 s0-54
No, of workcrs 30 35 80 '70 40 25

Draw 'the less than ogive'and lind the median age of workeB usrng it. (05 ndrls)

2. (a) Explain the importance of the following measures for identifying the shape of
the distribution of a data set.
(i) Mcasures of Centml Tendency
(ii) Measurcs of Variabiliry
(ii i) Measures of Skewness
(iv) M€sures of Kurtosis (06 rwk)

(b) The wages of 60 workers in a factory are given in the following distribution.
Wages (Rs.' 000) 20 24 25 29 30-14 35 39 40-44 1549 50 54
No. of workcrs 03 10 20 05 M 03

(i) Calculate the mean, median, mode and standard deviation of the distribution.
(ii) Calculate Karl Peanon's coefficient of skewness and comment on the distri bution (0g ndrts)
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(c) Distinguish betwe€n absolute variation and relative variation.

In an examination, the mean mark of a group of 150 students for Mathematics

was 78 and the standard devration was 8. The mean mark of the group for
statistics was 73 and the standard deviation was 7 For which subiecl would the

(i) absolute variation be higher value?

(ii) relative variation b€ higher value? (06 narks)

3. (a) Describe thre€ types of index numbers which are commonly used

What arc the main problems involved in the construction of a cost of living
index? Explain three main uses of a cost of living index (06 marks)

(b) The following table provides the group Index and thc wciSht of various expenditure
groups of a particular worker group for 2010 and 2015

Exp€nditure Group
Group Index

Weight
20ro 2015

Food 150 1',70 4D

Fuel 20 30 It)

T€xtilcs '70 80 20

House Rent 30 40 l0

Miscellaneous 4tJ 50 20

what should bc the rate of increase of wage rn 2015 in order to maintain the

standard of living of the worker group at the 2010 level? (04 na.rks)

Describe the adjustments which are necessary in the time senes raw data before

making an analysis- (04 na*s)
'lhc followin8 table provides the annual crudc birth mte of Sri l,anka from 2005

to 2Ol'7

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 20 t0 20t1 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Crude Birth
Rate

18.9 r8 8 r9.l 18.5 18.0 t'7.6 t'7 4 1'7 5 178 169 16.0 15 6 15.0

hedict the crude brrth mte for thc y€ar 2018 by fitting a trend ltne by using

the method of semi aveEge

State the limitations of your prediction. (06 nark)

4. (a) Explain how you would use thc method of least squares for fitling the regrcssion

hne of Y on X.

The following table shows the amount of fertilizer used (X) and the yield of a

cefiain crop (Y).

Fertilizer (grammes) (x) 0 2 l 4 5

Yield (kg) (Y) 20 l0 ,1O 50 60

(i) Construct a scrtter dragram and mmmcnt on the relationship between X and Y
(ii) Fit the regression linc of Y on X by the method of leasl squares.

(iii) Calculate the coeflicient of determination and interpret it
(iv) Estimatc thc expected yield for X=7 and comment on the validity of the

estimation (lO narks)

(b) Explain the differcnce between the terms of each pair given bclow.

(i) P chart and C-chart
(ii) Acceplable Quality l-cvcl (AQL) and lnt Tolemnoe Proporlion Defectivc (LTPD) (M narks)

(d)
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(c) Suppose a large lol is shippcd to a cellain company.'lhe acceptance sampling
plan is to accept the lot if the number of defectives of a sample of 100 ls less

than or equal 1c) 2.

(i) lf thc defective percentage of the lot is 570, calculate the probability of
accepting the lol-

(ii) What is the Opemtrng Characteristic (OC) Curve of this sampling plan?

Part II

5. (a) Dcscribe the classical approach 1() probability. State two limilations of this approach

to probabilrly.

(b) A company has 40 female employees and 60 male employees If lwo of thcm are

selected at random what ls thc probability that
(i) both will be males?

0i) both will bc fcmales?

(iii) there will be one female and one male?

(iv) Are thcsc cvents collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive?

(c) (i) Explain what you mean by conditional probability

Why is the Bayes'theorem considcred as a special case of conditional
probabil ity?

(ii) The probabilities of a man coming to work by train, bus, motor car or

that he will be late if he come

respectively but if he comes by other means hc will not be late If he is

late for the work, what is the probability that he comes by train?

(d) Deline thc indcpcndence of two events A and B. Can mutually exclusive lwo
events be independenl?

(i) What is the probabrlity that the problem will be solved, if both of them try
it indcpcndent of each other?

(ii) What is the probabrlity that none of them is able to solvc thc problem?

6. (a) Describe the Endom experiment relevant to the binomiai distribution

A multiplc choice test consists of 10 questions and 4 answers to each question oi
which only one is corIecl I[ a studcnt who is completely unprepared for the test

selects one answcr mndomly out of four for each qucstion, find the probability of
getting,

(i) exactly 3 correct answers-

(ii) at most 3 correcl answers

(iii) If the student gets 8070 correct answcrs he will receive a distinction What

is the probabilrty that thc student will receive a distinction?

(b) Dcscribc the mndom experiment relevant to the Poisson distribution

Suppose that llaws in a certain fabric @cur at random with an average of one

per 20 square metres. What is thc probability that a 2x5 melre pie.e of fabric
will have
(i) no flaws?

(ii) at most onc flaw?
(iii) at least two flaws?

(06 '".atks)

(O3 narks,

(O5 marks\

(u marks)

(05 nat ks)

(0s ma*st

(05 n(vks\
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(c) The weights of bars of chooolates made in a factory are nonnally distributed with

mean l,t and variance oi According to the past expenence, 57, of bars weighted

less than 90 grammes and 2 7o of bTs weighted more than 100 gmmmes. Find

the values of /r and o2 of the distribution and the percentage of bars produced

which would be expected to weight Iess than 85 glarnmes.

(d) (i) State the conditions under which binomial distribution can be approximated
by a normal distribution.

(ii) In a certain population 67o of the people have a certain disease. If 300 persons

are selectcd at mndom from this population, what is the probability that more
than 25 persons have the disease?

7- (a) ln a small population with,V=5 the J, values are 2,3,6,8, 1l

(i) Calculate the population mean and population variance.

(ii) Using all the possible simple iandom samples of size 2 from this popula on,
construct the sampling distribution of the sample mean tand show that t is
an unbiassed estimator for trnpulation mean.

(iii) Find the variance of the sample mcan t from the samplng distnbution and
verify that varianc€ of ) can be found using a formula with only a single
sample since the population varianc€ is known

(b) Describe the method of systematic sampling. Explain two advantages and two
disadvantages of systematic sampling. How do you compare the sysremaric
sampling with cluster sampling?

(c) It is expected to estimate the percentage of rental houses in an area with 4000
houses within the range P:t5 except one in twenty sample Find the size of the
samplc that should be taken from the population to achieve this You can assume
the percentage of rental houses as 507r.

(O5 natk:)

(O5 narks)

( to marks)

(O5 narks)

(os nnrks)

8. (a) A company is considering two different advertisements for the promotion of a new
product. Advertisement A is used In one area and advertisement B is used in another
area In a Endom sample of 60 customers who saw thc advertisement A, 36 bonght
the product ln a random sample of 80 customers who saw the advertisement B,
34 bought the product.

Find 9570 confidence Interval for the drfference betwe€n true population proportions
and state which advertisement is more effective. Q6 na*i)

(b) The mean and variance of the IQ values of a mndom sample of ,lO boys were
98 and 160 respectively.
(i) Find a 997o confidence interval for the true mean of IQ values of the

population.

(;i) Test the hypothesis that thc true mean of the IQ values of the population is 100

at 57, significance level (06 narks)
(c) A certain dru8 is claimed to be cffcctive in curing colds In an experiment on

200 people with cold, half of them were given thc drug and other half of them
were given sugar pills. The patients'reaction to the treatment are recorded in
the followine table

Help€d Harmcd No ellect

Drug 60 l5
Sugar Pills 50 t0 4tl

Tcst thc hypothcsls that "drug rs not better than sugar pills for curing colds" at
17, significance level (0E rmrtr)

*-*-*-


